Thank you for your purchase. We enjoyed making it for you!
We love to hear from our customers, and your feedback really makes a difference to a small, independent business like us. Please leave us a feedback, and if you have any questions about your order please
email us first through the website you bought from or info@cosplayfangear.com.
We also encourage you to connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Tumblr! Post a picture of your product with the hashtag #CFGFUN and we'll do our best to give you a virtual high-five!
We'll also announce online sales, giveaways, and lots of cool fan stuff.
Regards,
Cosplay & Fan Gear, LLC
info@CosplayFanGear.com
CosplayFanGear.com
@CosplayFanGear
Facebook.com/CosplayFanGear

@CosplayFanGear
CosplayFanGear.Tumblr.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you bought a vinyl decal... follow these instructions to apply your vinyl decal successfully!
Step 1: Clean the area thoroughly with rubbing alcohol or soap and water. Do not use Windex or similar products because it will leave a residue behind that will prevent the decal from adhering well.
Step 2: Prepare decal for application by firmly rubbing a squeegee or credit card across the clear transfer tape.
This removes air bubbles that may have formed & makes the decal cling to the transfer tape.
Step 3: Peel the white paper backing off the decal. If the sticker clings to the backing, slowly replace the paper
backing and repeat Step 2.
Step 4: Slowly lower the sticker onto the surface and rub it in place firmly with a squeegee or credit card. For best
results, wait 24 hours before moving to the next step.
Step 5: Slowly peel the clear transfer tape off at an angle. Be careful not to pull the sticker off the surface. If sticker
pulls away from the surface repeat Step 4.
Tips:
*Use the scrap decals included to practice!
*For best results do not apply a sticker in extreme hot or cold temperatures.
*Use a pin to poke any air bubbles in the center and push the air out through the hole.

